
Supply
At the end of the day, our industry and your success are driven by your access 
to supply that meets your specific requirements. In the seasons ahead of us, 
acquiring your supply requirements will become increasingly important and 

adding value is going to be vital.

Because our exclusive technology enables you to interact more effectively with your industry, 
uncovering peer supply is much easier, but we have to go well beyond that to truly help you maintain 
the growth and returns that you have enjoyed over the last decade.

Inflation is increasing your costs and cap rates will rise with the interest rates, too; we all know that. 
MMcre wants to help with several new avenues of supply for our membership.

Aligning your A-Plans with the D-Plans of the industry will naturally uncover supply that 
otherwise you would not have seen.

As demand exceeds supply, the held inventory in participant Hold Boxes containing true 
off-market inventory, will alert in real-time, letting Owners know that new disposition 
opportunities have become available.

But, held supply is often that, held and not for sale. Our technology also enables buyers 
and sellers to connect when each party has Held Inventory that each other has in their 
individual acquisition plans so perhaps a private conversation may be in order. These 
opportunities “within” the industry and the resulting conversations would be impossible to 
identify outside of the MMcre exclusive technology. This true off-market supply, 
representing 95%+ of the CRE industry inventory has only been available between “friendly” 
one on one relationships. Opening this supply source market wide, in a manner that does 
not over supply the market is another way we will help our exclusive membership. 
This alignment of industry “negative space” is another pending patent in process.

Lastly, your personal, direct MMcre conduit to bank supply. Click on our Bank Align info 
piece to see why banks are excited about Bank Align and are steadily uploading inventory 
in the months ahead, in preparation for what we all know is coming. We’ve seen it before 
and Bank Align is the ideal solution to help. 
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Banks naturally want a better option than auction-based loan sales. They have voiced their excitement 
at the ability to align their REO with the top tier industry participants’ A-Plans. They are also excited at 
the opportunity to bundle properties for portfolio absorption by you. This will be a sought-after 
inventory pool for value-add investors in 2024 and beyond. Bank REO and multi-bank portfolios can 
now directly align with your requirements. 

Banks get a Hold Box too and will see your A-Plans giving them yet another option to pull you to them 
for a private conversation. From their own For Sale Box, they will send you availability alerts again, 
without a mark-to-market impact to them. Additionally, we have exclusive functionality that aligns and 
fosters senior partnership opportunities on defaulting bank CRE that enables you to secure even 
greater value add acquisitions. This process will benefit the borrower by avoiding the domino effect of 
default. This service helps the bank, servicer, and the banking and CRE industry as well.

These and other services will unfold in our launch of Version 1 in August, and our new Version 2 in the 
fourth quarter this year, giving you even greater tools and insight, far beyond what we have discussed 
thus far.  

We are not stopping there. We are beginning work on additional technology and efficiency leaps for our 
Version 3 next year!

We look forward to talking with directly and showing you our live demo so you can see our functionality 
in real time with your data.

Respectfully,

Your MMcre Team


